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GROUND STATE STABILITY IN TWO SPIN GLASS MODELS

L.-P. ARGUIN, C.M. NEWMAN, AND D.L. STEIN

Abstract. An important but little-studied property of spin glasses is the stability of their
ground states to changes in one or a finite number of couplings. It was shown in earlier
work that, if multiple ground states are assumed to exist, then fluctuations in their energy
differences — and therefore the possibility of multiple ground states — are closely related
to the stability of their ground states. Here we examine the stability of ground states in
two models, one of which is presumed to have a ground state structure that is qualitatively
similar to other realistic short-range spin glasses in finite dimensions.

1. Introduction and definitions

Vladas was a remarkable mathematician, collaborator, colleague and friend: often exciting,
always interesting, sometimes frustrating but never boring. We will miss him greatly, but
are confident that his memory will survive for a very long time.

Although he never worked directly on spin glasses himself, Vladas maintained a longstand-
ing interest in the problem, and we enjoyed numerous discussions with him about possible
ways of proving nonuniqueness of Gibbs states, energy fluctuation bounds, overlap proper-
ties, and many other open problems. In this paper we discuss another aspect of spin glasses,
namely ground state stability and its consequences, a topic we think Vladas would have
enjoyed.

The stability of a spin glass ground state can be defined in different ways; here we will adopt
the notion introduced in [14, 15] and further developed and exploited in [3, 4]. For specificity
consider the Edwards-Anderson (EA) Ising model [8] in a finite volume ΛL = [−L, L]d ∩ Z

d

centered at the origin, with Hamiltonian

(1) HΛ,J(σ) = −
∑

〈xy〉∈E(Λ)

Jxyσxσy, σ ∈ {−1, 1}Λ ,

where E(Λ) denotes the set of nearest-neighbor edges 〈xy〉 with both endpoints in Λ. The
couplings Jxy are i.i.d. random variables sampled from a continuous distribution ν(dJxy),
which for specificity we take to be N (0, 1). If periodic or free boundary conditions are
imposed, ground states appear as spin-reversed pairs.

For any fixed ΛL and accompanying boundary condition, the ground state configuration
(or the ground state pair if the boundary condition has spin-flip symmetry) is denoted by
α. One may now ask the question, how does the lowest-energy spin configuration α change
when one selects an arbitrary edge b0 and varies its associated coupling J0 from −∞ to +∞?
If J0 is satisfied, increasing its magnitude will only increase the stability of α and so the
lowest-energy spin configuration pair is unchanged. However, if its magnitude is decreased,
α becomes less stable, and there exists a specific value Jc for which a cluster of connected
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spins (which we shall refer to as the “critical droplet”) will flip, leading to a new ground
state pair α′. The same result follows if J0 is unsatisfied and its magnitude is then increased.

More precisely, note that a ground state pair (hereafter GSP) is a spin configuration such
that the energy E∂D of any closed surface ∂D in the dual lattice satisfies the condition

(2) E∂D =
∑

〈xy〉∈∂D

Jxyσxσy > 0 .

The critical value Jc corresponds to the coupling value at which
∑

〈xy〉∈∂D Jxyσxσy = 0 in
α for a single closed surface whose boundary passes through b0, while all other such closed
surfaces satisfy (2). The cluster of spins enclosed by the zero-energy surface ∂Dc(b0, α) is
denoted the “critical droplet” of b0 in the GSP α. Because the couplings are i.i.d., Jc depends
on α and all coupling values except that associated with b0; that is, the critical value Jc is
independent of J0. For a fixed coupling realization in which J(b0) = J0, we can therefore
define the flexibility Fb0,α of b0 in α as

(3) Fb0,α = |E∂Dc(b0,α)(Jc)− E∂Dc(b0,α)(J0)| .

Because the couplings are i.i.d. and drawn from a continuous distribution, all flexibilities are
strictly positive with probability one.

The presentation just given is informal; a complete discussion requires use of the excitation
metastate [16, 3, 2, 5] which we omit here for the sake of brevity. A precise definition of the
above concepts and quantities can be found in [4].

The concepts of critical droplets and flexibilities for a particular GSP in a fixed coupling
realization provide a foundation for quantifying (at least one version of) the stability of a
given ground state. From an energetic standpoint, one can consider, e.g., the distribution of
flexibilities over all bonds. One can also approach the problem from a geometric perspective,
by considering the sizes and geometries of the critical droplets associated with each of the
bonds. This latter approach has recently proved to be useful, in that the distribution of
critical droplet sizes has been shown [4] to be closely related to the energy fluctuations asso-
ciated with collections of incongruent GSP’s, i.e., GSP’s whose mutual interfaces comprise
a positive fraction of all edges in the infinite-volume limit [10, 9].

The problem with this approach, for now at least, is that there currently exist no tools or
insights into determining ground state stability properties in ordinary EA models. In this
paper we discuss two models, one of which should belong in the same universality class as
the ordinary EA model, in which some information on these properties can be determined.

2. The highly disordered model

2.1. Definition and properties. The highly disordered model was introduced in [12, 13]
(see also [6]). It is an EA-type model defined on the lattice Z

d whose Hamiltonian in any
Λ ⊂ Z

d is still given by (1); the difference is that now the coupling distribution is volume-
dependent even though the coupling values remain i.i.d. for each Λ. The idea is to “stretch
out” the coupling distribution so that, with probability one, in sufficiently large volumes
each coupling magnitude occurs on its own scale. More precisely, each coupling magnitude
is at least twice as large as the next smaller one and no more than half as large as the next
larger one.
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While there are many possibilities for the volume-dependent distribution of couplings, we
have found it convenient to work with the following choice. First, we associate two new i.i.d.
random variables with each edge 〈xy〉: ǫxy = ±1 with equal probability and Kxy which is

uniformly distributed in the closed interval [0, 1]. We then define the set of couplings J
(L)
xy

within ΛL as follows:

(4) J (L)
xy = cLǫxye

−λ(L)Kxy ,

where cL is a scaling factor chosen to ensure a sensible thermodynamic limit (but which
plays no role in ground state selection), and λ(L) is a scaling parameter that grows quickly
enough with L to ensure that the condition described at the end of the previous paragraph
holds. It was shown in [13] that λ(L) ≥ L2d+1+δ for any δ > 0 is a sufficient condition.

We should emphasize that although the couplings J
(L)
xy depend on L, the Kxy’s and ǫxy’s

do not; hence there is a well-defined infinite-volume notion of ground states for the highly
disordered model on all of Zd. This is the subject of the theorem in the next subsection.

When the highly disordered condition is satisfied, the problem of finding ground states
becomes tractable; in fact, a simple greedy algorithm provides a fast and efficient way to find
the exact ground state in a fixed volume with given boundary conditions [12, 13]. Moreover,
the ground state problem can be mapped onto invasion percolation [12, 13] which facilitates
analytic study. It was further shown in [12, 13] that in the limit of infinite volume the highly
disordered model has a single pair of ground states in low dimension, and uncountably many
pairs in high dimension. The crossover dimension was found to be six in [11]. It should be
noted that this result, related to the minimal spanning tree, is rigorous only in dimension
two (or in quasi-planar lattices [18]).

The details of ground state structure in the highly disordered model have been described
at length in [12, 13] (see also [17, 11]) and are not recounted here. In this contribution we
present a new result, concerning the ground state stability of the highly disordered model,
where it turns out that this model is tractable as well. The result we prove below is twofold:
first, that with probability one all couplings have finite critical droplets in any ground state,
and moreover this result is dimension-independent, and therefore independent of ground
state pair multiplicity. We caution, however, that (as with all other results pertaining to
this model) these results may be confined to the highly disordered model alone and have not
been shown to carry over to the Edwards-Anderson or other realistic spin glass models. We
will address this question more in the following section.

Before proceeding, we need to introduce some relevant properties and nomenclature per-
taining to the highly disordered model. One of its distinguishing features — and the central
one for our purposes — is the separation of all bonds into two distinct classes [12, 13]. The
first class, which we denote as S1 bonds are those that are satisfied in any ground state re-
gardless of the sign of the coupling, i.e., that of ǫxy. These are bonds that are always satisfied,
in every ground state. The remaining bonds, which we call S2 , are those in which a change
of sign of their ǫxy value changes their status in any ground state from satisfied to unsatisfied
or vice-versa. (Obviously, any unsatisfied bond in any ground state is automatically S2, but
a satisfied bond could a priori be of either type.)

To make this distinction formal, we introduce the concept of rank : In a given ΛL, the
coupling with largest magnitude (regardless of sign) has rank one (this is the coupling with
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highest rank and the smallest value of Kxy); the coupling with the next largest magnitude
has rank two; and so on. We then define an S1 bond as follows:

Definition 2.1. A bond 〈xy〉 is S1 in ΛL if it has greater rank than at least one coupling in
any path (excluding the bond itself) that connects its two endpoints x and y.

In the above definition, we need to specify what is meant by a path if each endpoint
connects to a point on the boundary. For fixed boundary conditions of the spins on ∂ΛL, all
points on the boundary are considered connected (often called wired boundary conditions),
so disjoint paths from x to ∂ΛL and y to ∂ΛL are considered as connecting x and y. It
follows from the definition that for wired boundary conditions an S1 bond in ΛL remains S1
in all larger volumes. These bonds completely determine the ground state configurations,
while the S2 bonds play no role.1 For free boundary conditions, a path connects x and y only
if it stays entirely within ΛL, never touching the boundary; i.e., points on the boundary are
no longer considered connected. For periodic or antiperiodic boundary conditions, boundary
points are considered connected to their image points but to no others. The reasons for
these distinctions are provided in [13], but are not relevant to the present discussion and are
presented only for completeness.

It was proved in [12] and [13] that the set of all S1 bonds forms a union of trees, that
every site belongs to some S1 tree, and that every S1 tree touches the boundary of ΛL. The
S1 bonds in a given ΛL in some fixed dimension form either a single tree or else a union
of disjoint trees. Although not immediately obvious, it was proved in [12, 13] that the tree
structure has a natural infinite volume limit, and moreover every tree is infinite. Moreover,
a result from Alexander [1], adapted to the current context, states that if the corresponding
independent percolation model has no infinite cluster at pc, then from every site there is a
single path to infinity along S1 edges; i.e., there are no doubly-infinite paths. It is widely
believed that in independent percolation there is no infinite cluster at pc in any dimension,
but this has not yet been proven rigorously for 3 ≤ d ≤ 10.

Finally, combined with results of Jackson and Read [11], we have that below six dimen-
sions there is a single S1 tree spanning the sites of Zd (corresponding to a single pair of
ground states), while above six dimensions that are infinitely many trees (corresponding to
an uncountable infinity of ground states).

2.2. Ground state stability in the highly disordered model. Unlike in realistic spin
glass models, the ground state structure in the highly disordered model can be analyzed and
understood in great detail. This allows us to solve other, related properties of the model, in
particular some of the critical droplet properties that have so far been inaccessible in most
other spin glass models. In particular we can prove the following result:

Theorem 2.2. In the highly disordered model on the infinite lattice Z
d in any d, if there

is no percolation at pc in the corresponding independent bond percolation model, then for
a.e. realization of the couplings, any ground state α, and any bond b0, the critical droplet

1One can define S1 and S2 bonds for the EA model as well, in the sense that the EA model also possesses
bonds that are satisfied in every ground state (though the precise definition used above no longer applies).
There are of course far fewer of these in the EA model than in the highly disordered model, and there is no
evidence that these “always satisfied” bonds play any special role in ground state selection in that model.
(One possibly relevant result, that unsatisfied edges don’t percolate in the ground state, was proved in [7].)
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boundary ∂Dc(b0, α) is finite. Correspondingly, in finite volumes ΛL with sufficiently large
L, the size of the droplet is independent of L.

Remark. As noted above, it has been proved that there is no percolation at pc in the
corresponding independent bond percolation model in all dimensions except 3 ≤ d ≤ 10,
but it is widely believed to be true in all finite dimensions. Theorem 2.2 does not specify
the distribution of critical droplet boundary sizes, which is potentially relevant especially
for larger critical droplets, although integrability of the distribution requires a weak upper
bound falloff such as O(L−(1+ǫ)), ǫ > 0, for large L.

Proof. Choose an arbitrary S1 bond and a volume sufficiently large so that the tree it
belongs to has the following property: The branch emanating from one of its endpoints (call
it x1) touches the boundary (on which we apply fixed boundary conditions) and the branch
emanating from the other endpoint (x2) does not. This remains the case as the boundary
moves out to infinity: for any S1 bond and a sufficiently large volume, this is guaranteed to
be the case by the result of Alexander mentioned above [1].

We use the fact, noted in Sect. 1, that as the coupling value of any bond varies from −∞
to +∞ while all other couplings are held fixed, there is a single, well-defined critical point
at which a unique cluster of spins, i.e., the critical droplet, flips, changing the ground state.
(This is true regardless of whether one is considering a finite volume with specified boundary
condition or the infinite system.) Now keep the magnitude of the S1 bond fixed but change
its sign. Because the S1 bond must still be satisfied, this must cause a droplet flip, which as
noted above must be the critical droplet.

Now consider the state of the spins at either endpoint of the bond. Suppose that originally
the bond was ferromagnetic, and the spins at x1 and x2 were both +1. After changing the
sign of the coupling, the spin at x1, remains +1 (because it is connected to the boundary,
as explained in the first paragraph of this proof) while the spin at x2 is now −1. This must
simultaneously flip all the spins on the branch of the tree connected to x2. This is a finite
droplet and as the chosen S1 bond was arbitrary, the critical droplet of any S1 bond likewise
must be finite.

Consider now an S2 bond. Without changing its sign, make its coupling magnitude suffi-
ciently large (or equivalently, its Kxy value sufficiently small) so that it becomes S1. (This
will cause a rearrangement of one or more trees, but it can be seen that any corresponding
droplet flip must also be finite.) Now change the sign of the coupling. The same argument
as before shows that the corresponding droplet flip is again finite. But given that the critical
droplet corresponding to a given bond is unique, this was also the critical droplet of the
original S2 bond. ⋄

3. The strongly disordered model

Although the highly disordered model is useful because of its tractability, it is clearly an
unrealistic model for laboratory spin glasses. This leads us to propose a related model that,
while retaining some of the simplifying features of the highly disordered model, can shed
light on the ground state properties of realistic spin glass models. We will refer to this new
model as the strongly disordered model of spin glasses.
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The main difference between the two models is that in the strongly disordered model the
couplings have the same distribution for all volumes. This is implemented by removing the
volume dependence of the parameter λ:

Definition 3.1. The strongly disordered model is identical to the highly disordered model but
with Eq. (4) replaced by

(5) Jxy = ǫxye
−λKxy

with the constant λ ≫ 1 independent of L.

In the strongly disordered model, the condition that every coupling value is no more than
half the next larger one and no less than twice the next smaller one breaks down in sufficiently
large volumes. This can be quantified: let g(λ) = Prob(1/2 ≤ e−λKxy/e−λKx′y′ ≤ 2). That is,
g(λ) is the probability that any two arbitrarily chosen bonds have coupling values that do not
satisfy the highly disordered condition. A straightforward calculation gives g(λ) = 2 ln 2/λ.

The strongly disordered model carries two advantages. On the one hand, its critical droplet
properties are analytically somewhat tractable given its similarity to the highly disordered
model. On the other hand, since its coupling distribution is i.i.d. with mean zero and
finite variance, and not varying with L, we expect global properties such as ground state
multiplicity to be the same as in other versions of the EA spin glass with more conventional
coupling distributions.

Theorem 3.2. If there is no percolation at pc in the corresponding independent bond per-
colation model, then in the strongly disordered model, the critical droplet of an arbitrary but
fixed bond is finite with probability approaching one as λ → ∞.

Proof. Consider a fixed, infinite-volume ground state on Z
d; this induces a (coupling-

dependent and ground-state-specific) spin configuration on the boundary ∂ΛL of any finite
volume ΛL ⊂ Z

d.
Consider an arbitrary edge {x0, y0}. Let R denote the (random) smallest value in the

invasion/minimal spanning forest model on Z
d, defined by the i.i.d. Kxy (but with Kx0y0

set to zero, for convenience of the argument) such that one of the branches from x0 or y0 is
contained within a cube of side length 2R centered at {x0, y0}. By the result of Alexander [1]
mentioned earlier, R is a finite random variable (depending on the Kxy’s) if there is no
percolation at pc in the corresponding independent bond percolation model.

Now choose a deterministic ΛL and consider the two events: (a) AL = {R < L/2} and (b)
BL = {the highly disordered condition is valid in the cube of side L centered at {x0, y0}}.
Because R is a finite random variable, Prob(AL) can be made arbitrarily close to one for
L large. Moreover, from the definition of the highly disordered model Prob(BL) can also
be made close to one by choosing λ large (for the given L). Specifically, let P0 denote the
probability that the critical droplet of {x0, y0} is finite. Then P0 ≥ 1 − ǫ if Prob(R >
L/2) + CL2d/λ ≤ ǫ for some fixed C > 0. But for any ǫ > 0 one can choose a sufficiently
large L so that Prob(R > L/2) ≤ ǫ/2, and then choose λ such that CL2d/λ ≤ ǫ/2. The
result then follows. ⋄

Theorem 3.2 sets a strong upper bound O(λ−1) on the fraction of bonds that might not
have a finite critical droplet. We do not yet know whether this gap can be closed in the
sense that the strongly disordered model might share the property that all bonds have finite
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critical droplets. It could be that this is not the case, but that if the number of bonds
with infinite critical droplets is sufficiently small, theorems analogous to those in [4] can be
applied. Work on these questions is currently in progress.
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